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Ambassador speaks on Thai Revolution
'

.

Mr. Panyarachun visits UNI library (Photo by Kevin Ramon).
by Gerri Leffner

An impressive mass of over
two hundred people seated
themselves in S-101 , on
Thursday night, March 14.
Students, both Thai and
American, teachers, administration officials and others
came to hear the Ambassador
of Tha il and , Mr. Anand
Panyarachun, speak about the
changing policies and government of Thailand.
Mr. Panyarachun and his
wife accepted an invitation by
the Asian Affairs Club to come
to Northeastern Ill. University
and speak to the students. The
headquarters of the Thai
embassy is in Washington
D.C.
Earlier that afternoon, the
Ambassador spoke to about
one hundred and twenty
students from a Ridgewood

A few sqort welcoming speechH.S. in Norridge. David
es began the program included
Laske, one of their teachers,
one by Randolph Hudson,
said that listening to and
Dean of College of Arts and
seeing the Ambassador was a
Sciences.
learning experience in which
The Ambassador encompasthe students had the opportused many facts in his speech
nity to be exposed to an
relating to the recent revoluofficial from another culture.
tion in Thailand. The governLater, at 6 pm a reception
ment underwent a coup d ' etat
was held in the Buffeteria,
sponsored by th.e Asian Affairs and changed from military
domination to a democratic
Club where cookies, cake, and
coffee were served. A group of · civilian run government with a
people gathered to talk with few military constituents.
These were the series of
the Ambas_sador and his wife,
as well as to mingle with each events that led to the change:
In June of 1973, some Thai
other. The rumble of foreign
students were ·arrested for
dialogues filled the room.
Mr. Panyarachun, dark and writing articles ag1;1inst the
slightly taller than most Thais, government which led to many
finally took his place in front students protesting and holdof the nearly filled lecture hall ing demonstrations in Bangin S-101, shortly after 7 pm. kok, Thailand's capital. About
Roman Okuri, Pres. of Asian 12,000 people protested to no
Affairs Club, hosted the event. avail in July , 1973 for t he

that unfortunately , in the past
·releases of the students. On
decade, Thailand was known
Oct. 8, the government arrestfor the Viet N.am War .
ed five student leaders· and
Regarding the war, Mr.
deigned them "Communists".
Panyarachun said, "Nobody
Five · days later, masses
demanded the King of Thai- / was wholly correct. Nobody
was wholly wrong."
..._
land to bring about a new
Speaking about the new
constitution and a civilian
government in Thailand, the
government. They called for
Ambassador claimed, "A real
the resignation of the prime
beginning has been made. " He
minister and his deputy. The
added that his people are
government reacted by releasgaining an increased awareing the students and promisness of their government but
ing a new constitution i,n
will approach changed with
twenty months. Then, on Oct.
caution.
13, 200,0_Q0 to 400,000 people
Several former military leadagain demonstrated in the
ers continue to hold high
streets of Bangkok. Many
positions in the present
workers stopped working and
government. The Ambassador
joined the dem on stratio ns .
said that he hoped for social
Army helicopters, under the
pressure groups or citizens
direction of the prime minisgroups to form and work for
ter's son, machine-gunned the
democracy.
crowd from above. Emotions
were stirred and led to
The amazing aspects about
rock-throwing and the ignition
Thailand
's revolution is the
of molotov coctails. On the
short period · of time with
average, other demonstrations
which it took place and that
were relatively peaceful.
the leaders were students.
On the subject of foreign
Special thanks to Dr. Asad
relations with the U.S. the
Husain, advisor of the Asian
Ambassador · said ·· that the
Affairs · Club and professor of
basic friendship between the
Political
Science Dept. for
U.S. and Thailand will not
providing needed information.
diminish. He went on to say

FCC approves WRNE for FM
Northeastern's application
for a new non-commercial FM
broadcast station was approved by the Federal Communication Commission in ·
Washington, D.C. on March
15, 1974. The university has
been authorized to construct
the new station to broadcast
on 88.3 MHz in the standard
FM broadcast band.
According to Larry.Kenney,
Chief Engineer of the radio __
station, the station will have a
broadcast area of 18 to 12
miles depending on surrounding buildings and obstructions.
The FM signal should reach
Winnetka to th'e north, O'Hare
to the west, the lake front to
the east and the Eisenhower
Expressway to the south. The
antenna for t he new station ·
will rise 30 feet above the
elevator penthouse of the
Classroom Building.
The application for the new
station was submitted to the
FCC in late October, after
approval of the Board of
Governors and' President
James Mullen. Since that time,
the radio station staff has been
· optimistic about receiving

approval for the FM station,
and has discussed and planned
new programming, news coverage, and public affairs.
When the construction is
completed, the FM station will
be on the air 7 days a week, at
least 12 hours a day. Hours
will expand as the radio staff
grows. Since completion of the
station depends on delivery of
the transmitter and antenna,
the issuance of call letters by

the FCC, a great deal of
instailation work, and final ·
approval of the installation by
the_ FCC, it is impossible to
determine a sign on date for
going on FM now. It is
expected, however, that the
new station will be on the air
by mid-summer. All equipment
for the station has been
purchased with student fees,
and Northeastern students
comprise tlie entire staff.

(Photo by Kevin Ramon)

Gives tips for L. Arts grads_
Higher education may well
need imaginative "skills and
competencies" sequences but
it isn't the curriculum alone
that accounts for No. l's
rating. While the technical
aspects of the American
economy seem to give graduates with "training" as op: posed to education a great
initial edge, this background
alone cannot account for the
much smoother articulation
between campus and employment that such graduates have
· experienced.
Far too many liberal arts
graduates suffer a great deal
beeause they have no ·specific
job goals. They, cannot formulate a job objective. The
prepara tion of resumes is
painful because they cannot
verbalize what it is they wish
to apply for. Areas of business
such as sales which represent
the greatest percentage of
on-campus recruiter demand
are rejected but little effort is

devoted to determing alternatives. Finding out about
hitherto unknown job fields is
one way of · clarifying job
objectives.
If half the energy spent in
worrying about LA enrollments was to be channelled
into preparing the "unskilled"
liberal arts graduate into
becoming as incisive, clearheaded ·and ready for the finale
of recruitment, interviewing
and employment as the
engineering graduate we might
get a different employment
picture. We cannot let ourselves farget that government
and business yield many
examples of successful LA
graduates. There is not pat
answer for getting that all
important successful start but
it is high time the LA
graduate learned to imitate his
more successful technical
counterpart in using job search
techniques.
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letters
Gross fan speaks out
Sitting among the many dim
His face illuminates with
lit, soft spoken faces at the
strength and life. Yes, he
magically demands your ut- , Bulls coffeehouse, I became
acquainted with a real feeling
most attention by disclosing
human being. For, David
his most sensitive thoughts.
Gross doesn't merely perform
He is David Gross.
on stage but, joins the
audience, opens his soul, and
mystically invites you inside.
This singer has an amazing•
ly powerful style that somehow whispers in softness. His
hung"_ (a greedy female
.To the Vrdolyak Supporter:
music, I dare say can't be
expression). I've never had a
categorized for he touches on
claim to fame in the so-called
As a streaker, first I
many levels which include the
weak-sense anyway.
question the loyalty of this
rock opera "Tommy" to the
As to -other criticisms
supporter who ·condemned us
more mellow "Sounds of
received about the pictures of
for taking th,e audience away
Silence. '' He plays alone
last week of not being very
:j.which must have included
because he's damn good. His
revealing; that was of course(
-~~rselfl from her speech; goi~g
fingers naturally glide across
due to the camerman's shutter
by the detailed description slie
the strings as his voice
and our inate fear of the large
penetrates through your every
gave of us in the raw.
nerve.
roaming carnivorous African
I'm a Vrdolyak supporter
No, David Gross isn't the
mosquito, who has continually
myself; because of my great
dude that plays, gets paid, and
preyed on the sex life _of
dislike of the Daly Machine.
splits. Instead, he smiles, says
campus streakers. The necesBut I intend to vote Republigood
evening, and enters your
sary
precautions
were
taken
can in the General Election. I
world.
feel I should reply to the , and I went unmolested.
by Debbie Schloss
Paranoid
accusation of not being "well
He enters your world,
captures your soul, and
enhances your senses. His
music is gentle, his words are
personal, and you are touched
with his unique sensitivity.

·streakers vs. "raw deal"

(Letters Continued on page 10)

•' ,, ·
by,Jeantte·Hitt J•-'~
the' funds' allocated (about
Most . clubs and~ organ~a- 5% ).
tions at . Northeastern are
In order to combat this and
members of a board (example;
other problems that Indepen. the Print is a member of the dent Clubs . fa c;e, an attempt is
Media Board) which represents now being made to set up an
them in the Student Senate
Independent Clubs Board.
when funds are being allocaN-i ne organizations have
ted.
already pledged their support
However, there are sixty and are working to achieve the
· Independent Clubs that have following goals :
no such rep:-esentation since
1- to put a representative
they are not members of a on the Student Senate to give
board. As a resu}t, .eac_h year , t he Board's position on major
; they receive a tiny fraction . of ')s~ue.

The Perfect
Crime?
Joseph E. Levine presents
Claude Lelouch's "Happy
New Year". Written and directed by Claude Lalouche.
An Avco-Embassy release.

PLAYBOY
THEATER

~

j

:
:

*
;

SINGLES!
(ages 18 - 26)
Looking for
Looking for
Looking for
Looking for

18.5% CCAB
10.3% Fine Arts Board
9% Student Sen~te
The percentage for the
independent rclubs was not
established as yet seeing as
there f?eems to be a movement
to establish an independent
club board of control.
As usual, t h e meeting
couldn 't start until 7:40 - due
to the lack of quorum.
.Impeachment proceedings
were started against 6 senators. Their trial will take place,
Monday, March 25th, at 7
pm. By not showing up, to
this meeting they lose their
chance to defend themselves.
Please take n~te that', 1t e
Senate will not tneet' Monday,
March 18th, but will meet on
Monday, March 28th at 7 pm
in the North Dining Hall.

THE--PRINT- s ·TAFF'
.

Opinions expressed herein are
•not necessarily dtose of the
administration. PRINT is
published weekly at Northeastern Illin9is University,
office E-214, phone JU3-4050,
Ext. 459. Deadline for copy is

Christian fellowship?
stimulating programs?
lively discussion?
active social functions?

Come to "FOURT HCOMERS ! !"
Sunday evenings at 7:30 pm.
4th Presbyterian Church
126 E. Chestnut (787-4570)
(Hancock Center _is across from us.)

by Mary Berg
At the meeting of March
11th, two vacancies were filled.
Ronald Porche, a presidential
nominee, was verified by the
Senate for the position of
Senator, and I was asked to fill
Curtis Cheung's vacancy until
April 14th, the Senate also
verfied that. There is still a
vacancy remaining, for those
interested students contact
E-205S for this sensational
position.
The Senate approved, with
no action taken by the
Prt}sident, the Student Fees
Advisory Committees proposals for the budgeting of the
Student Fees monies this next
fiscal year. The percentages ,
that were agreed upon are as
follows :
25% Athletic Board
21% Media Board

El

.................................. .

;

· 2- to put a representative
on the Student Fees Advisory
Board (they recommend how
much money goes where) and
to promote fairer funding of
Independent Clubs.
3 - to work for a better
understanding and cooperation
among the Independent Clubs
of this university.
If you are an officer or
member of an Independent
Club and are interested in
having you·r club join the new
Independent Clubs Board, I
urge you to come to the next
meeting on Thursday, March
14, at 4 pm in the A-lounge.
Or, if you would like more
information, call:
Jesse Soszko, Ext. 8220 or
434 Mike Newman Ext. 362.

Student Senate
news

Tuesday at Noon.

*
..............................:
*

.

.

.

Mary Berg, Al Bardelas,
George Tomaszewski,
Chris-Meye~. Carl Nelson,
Tom
Walker,
Marty
O'Gradney, · Dennis Daley,
man
Jeff Castrovillari, Davi~
Sports Editor: Roseann PodShapiro, Julie Stroh~.
raza
Gary Sosnowski, Maxine
Columnists: Paula Levy, ·. Levey, Dan Mendelson, Jim
. Tom Wolferman, Tom Pou~ . Feezor' Vince Moore, Don
tris, Marylene WhitA9head · Kopping
.
News Editor: Jean Ikezoe
Feature Editor & Business •.
Manager: Rita Harmata _
Photo Editor: Kevin -Ramon
Poetry Editor: ·Ilene Roth-

Editor: Pat O'Brien
Managing &ditor: Gerri Leffner
· t
·staff:

·
Faculty Consultant: Ely Lie- ··
Richard Lindberg,· . bow

,*.........................
,
- *
-

.

~
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Spanish
.
Cllib
presents
:announcements:*
Alberto Delgado
: ••*****************••········:
4

--

'

On March 26, at 1:00 pm
All announcements should be received no ·later than 4:00 pm
Monday in rPQm E-214 if they are to appear in, that weeks paper. (activity hour) in the Little
Theatre, the Spanish Club will
proudly present the famous
Latin singer and conga player
Alberto Delgado. Alberto, a
native of Havana Cuba, has
THE FIRST "OPEN FORUM" for the new officers will be
been in the United States for
held on April 2, 1974, at 1 pm in the B-Lounge. Meet and Greet . eleven years . He has appeared
in several television shows in
the new officers and senators. If you have questions or problems
Miami ; and has performed at
facing you - join us, before the end of the trimester.
" The Cas tawa y s" (Miami ),
" The Abbey Hotel" (Lake
Geneva)
, and " Ruggles " (ChiLEARN THE SECRET to true peace and joy! Come to the
cago). He is also the leader of
Jesus Raps every Tuesday at 1:00 in S-111. Bring a friend along!
t he rock group " Latin Connection. "
F eatured in t he program to
A GUEST SPEAKER, Dr. Avrom A . Blumberg, Head of the be presented here at UNI on
M arch 26 , will be s u ch
Division of Na tu ral Sciences and.Math at DePaul Universitv will
celebrated songs as :
give a lecture -on "Scientist s = and· Military.. Policy,;' on
E sta tarde vi llover
. Wednesday, March 27 , at 11 :00 am in t he PIE Seminar on
La Mentira
"Science and _Politics" in 2-081.
Quiereme
Que ·sera mi china
La bamba
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST presents guest speaker
Guantanamera
Dewey Du Charme on Thursday, March 28 at 1:00 (Activity
Hour) in the B-Lounge. Du Charme will speak on the validy of
the Resurrection of Christ.

~- ·

(f>hoto

.; _ '"r · ·; .-:,• , ,,,
by·"Jeff ~.Casfrovillari)

Vet's office

S.O.L. (The S~hool for Severely and Profoundly Retarded
Childrn) needs volunteers for its training programs. Spanish
speaking volunteers are preferred. Hours are from 9:00 am · 2:00
pm, Monday . through Friday. For more information call SOL
School at 252-3320.

alive and operative

As most' of you nice people
might know, the Office of
Veterans Affairs (OVA) beDO YOU NEED information to help individuals suffering from
came live and operational Jan.
brain damage? The Woman's Council of the Brain Research
14, 1974. The OVA is located
Foundation invites you to phone " Helping Hand " any Tuesday
in rooms B 113-15 and housed
or Thursday from 11:00 am to 2:00 pm. Information on
in the counseling center. The
educational opportunities, diagnostic help, camp facilities , and · office's primary purpose is
parent organizations can be obtained through the Helping Hand. enrollmen t certification and
For more information call 427-5554 or 475-5608.
servicing the needs of close to
seven hundred veterans, mos t ly men and some women.
SPRING ELECTIONS - election . of new editors for the These services include educaSpring-Summer Trimester will be held p n April 2 at 1 :00, during
tional. and academic counselActivity Hour, in E-214 . All members ·'.>f _the PRINT Staff are
ing1 keeping veteran~ informed
asked to participate in this election.

WRITERS, CARTOONISTS, AND OTHERS who would like
to work on the PRINT staff during the Spring-Summer Semester
• should come up to E-214 (above the North Dining Hall) or call
' Ext. 454 . We need your help.

,: l ~E ILLINOIS TOURIST BUREAU will present a number . I

of ~h_o rt trips that .students can take through Illinois - trips that •

UNI. The follo\\ing services will be held by the Interfaith Center
in the B-Lounge from 12:00-1:00 pm;
March 27 - Faith in Vocational Crisis - Rev. John Price
April 3 - Faith in the Crisis of Death - Rev. Jim Anderson
April 10 , Holy week Service

SONETT Ill .

.

N_EW. USED
AND DEMONSTRATORS AVAL_ABLE .....
.

GLENLAKE VOLKSWAGEN

BROADWAY SAAB

603~ N. BROADWAY

6019 N. BROADWAY

275-3500
759.3939;"TWO FINE AUTOMO.BltES"

with the latest trends of
eastern University.
veteran legislation information
The office of veterans affairs
pertaining to G. I. benefits and
is presen tly staffed by two
the developement of J\eW .,,.y et eran ' s II a ~si s t ants, Mr . .
programs that will enhance llie
'1acAurthur Hewitt, Mr. Michael 1¥.,tn.'~n}~-tl: ,~n.c!. myself,
~~t~ ,,1!1obj -~t?)n. hi~lW::,f dUS,8:·
tion.
·
..
J imP,1ie Ross, coordinator of
Prior to J an . 14th this
veterans affairs.
monster of a job was single
handedly handled by one giant
If you 're a vet, know a vet,
of a human being namely Ms .
or need an y information
J ane Beese, enough could
relative to veteran affairs,
never be said in retrospect to
please utilize your OVA office. ·
Mr. Beese's contribution to t he
Our E xt. is 362.
veterans population of North-

Listeq,Smo~rs:
crou dol(t have to wait 20-~ars .
fol:'cigatettes to '1ffect )V~?:-~~~:~-lt onlYt~s 3 secoq,ds.

1·.

· won 't take too much gas. A slide presentation and literature will
be, presented next Tuesday, March 26 at 1 :00, in S-202. This

•v::::G:::~h::R:l:SG:w::h::: -n rontinue at

-

1!
1

f

I

\
In just 3 seconds a cigarette makes your heart beat faster,
shoots your blood pressure up, replaces oxygen in your blood with
carbon·monoxide, and leaves cancer-causing chemicals
to spread-through your body.
AU th is happens with every c igarette you smoke.
As the c igarettes add up, the damage adds up.
Because it's the c umulatNe effects of smoking-adding this
cigarette to all the c igarettes you ever smokedthat causes the trouble.
And tell that to your dog, too.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION , AND WELFARE • Th is Space Contributed as a Publ ic Serv ice

--,,age 4
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Exhibit features works of Calixto Maso
by Shirley Harris
A very small office in the
basement of the Classroom
Building belongs to a very
illustrious man, Dr. Calixto
Maso; historian, lawyer, author, teacher ; known in t he
United· States and Spain as
one of the greatest authors of
Lat in America. Also a student,
Dr. M{lso holds degrees in
many areas including Doctor
of Civil and Criminal Law,
Doctor of Political and Social
Science, and Doctor of Philosophy and Arts.
Dr. Maso became visiting
professor at Northeastern in
1967, later became a member
of the Foreign Language
Department, and in 1969 was
made Professor Emeritus.
Even now, at age 72, Dr. Maso

Foreign Language Department
is exhibiting Dr. Maso's work
in the south hall of the second
floor of the classroom building.
It is an impressive collection
well worth seeing.
Born in Cuba in 1901 , Maso
published his first book ,
" History of the City of
Havana," in 1919. Since then
his literary output has been
continuous and varied encompassing such diverse subjects
as the Korean conflict, the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem , American history, the
French . R evolution , Cuban
Sociology, and of course, the
Cuban Revolution in which his
f~mily was deeply involved.
The Maso family, spelled
Masso at the time, arrived in

chose Bayamo as its home.
Many members -of the family
di,s tinguished themselves in
the Cuban Revolution. Bartolome Marquez was President of
the Republic of Cuba during
the war and a major general of
the Cuban Army of Indpepndence. He served in the fight
for independence from 1868 to
1898, longer than any other
Cuban during that period.
Dr. Maso 's teaching career
began in 1925 w·hen he was
professor of geography, history and methodo~ogy at the
Normal School in Camaguey,
Cuba. In 1928, he became the
principal of the school. He was
professor of geography and
history and principles at the
Secondary Institute of La
Vibora, Havana, 1937-1939,
and associate professor of
Miami, Florida_.
modern and American history
Dr. Maso and his wife,
a t t he School of Philosophy
Maria, are the parents of six
and Ar,ts at Havana Universchildren and t he grandparents
ity, 1942-1962.
of 19. At the time of their ·
It was at Havana University · . marriage, Mrs. Maso was the
that Dr. Maso was professor of
director of the annex school for
Dr. Angelian Pedroso and her
practice teaching at the
sister, and the colleague of
Camaguey Normal School for
their mother.
Teachers.
'
The Masos' son, Dr. Calixto
Leaving Cubs in 1962, Dr.
Maso, is a pathologist, DirectMaso became professor of or of Laboratories at Columhuman geography at Andres
bus , Cuneo and Cabrfoi
Bello University, Caracas, - hospitals in Chicago. He also
Venezuela. Before coming to
is an instructor in pathology at
Northeastern, he was a visiting
professor of Latin-American
culture at Barry College of ··
. '

the Chicago Medical School
and an attending physicial at
Cook Coun ty Hospital. Dr.
Fausto Maso is a social
scientist, and Carlos is associated with Sears Roebuck Co.
Their daughters are Mrs.
Elena Maso-Corral, who holds
her master's degree in library
science; Dr. Beatriz Maso, a
doctor of philosophy with a
master's in geography, and
Mrs. Marta Maso-Hernandez,
who earned her bachelor of
arts degree at Northeastern.

.

Films revives Betty Boop
New York, N.Y . - Bet ty
Boop , t hat campus darling of
the 30's , will be back on
college campuses this Fall, it
was announced here today by
Irwin Schlass, Sales Manager
for IVY FILMS, New York.
The ' BE'I;T,Y __ JJQOl' .~CANDALS OF 19!74_. a _ f~ ture
fil m / retrospective of t he cartoons of t he late Max Fleischer
_now currently in t heatrical
released t hroughou t t he country, will be available for college
bookings starting in September .
Taking advantage of the
current wav~ of cinema nostalgia , the SCANDALS include
" farout " sketches of Betty, her
ever-present d~g companion

Biinbo, Koko the clown, and
their animal friends, and some
live music and action sequences with Cab Calloway,

.

•
·······················~·················-·······
STANLEY H. KAPLA*·EDUCATIONAL CENTER ••
2050 W. Devon Ave.

CHICAGO

CHI CAGO

Preporotor.y . cour<, es for the · following exams ore now
being formed - Courses beg in seven weeks_pr ior to the
test - REGISTER Ef ~LY .
·

LSAT 7-27-74
TE GRE 6-15-74
s
MCAT 5-4-74
0 T
DAT 10-12-74:
2 yr. Nat'l ,Bds. 6-74 '\
ARGSB 7-13-74-

. .•• .

•

.

-Sma ll Classes .
Compact ~our ses

•

Tutors Fro ~- The Field ; of, You~
:..

•

«~

•

,(<

.,

•

"'

~

J:.est

;,;,,

,: (312) 764-5151 ·
Establ ished 1938

~

This film revival showing
Fleischer's outrageous, imaginative pre-Disney pioneer work
in film animation is being
handled exclusively by IVY
• FILMS, 165 West 46th Street,
New York, N.Y., the film's
pro d ucer and distributor .
"Betty Boop_ has been a
mind:blo~~ for all of us," Mr,: ,
Schlas'~lds with a chesht,e·
. grin as he concluded .

••
•
•••
•••
•
•••

T oped L e ssons For Revi ew or Mis'sed Cl asse s ·
•• · Cours
e · Materi a l Constantly Updated

I

.•
•

(

I

................................~··············

..
•

:

bouncing-ball screensongs, and
comedy bits by Stoopnagle
a!}d Budd, old time radio
favorites . The 1930's program
also includes a BUCK
ROGERS serial chapter and a
LITTLE RASCALS short.
" Until now," Mr. Schlass
said, " we have had to hold off
on-campus showings ; so it will
feel good not to have to say .
'no ' anymore. I think we will
run Betty Boop for President
if her popularity increases."
ROLLING STONE Magazine, along with newspapers in
almost every city the feature ·
has been shown, has attributed
the success of the BETTY
BOOP revival to the surrealist ic, psych~delic and imaginative style of Mr. Fleischer's
studio during its heyday. "In
contrast to Disney's syrupy
techniques, " Mr. Schlass add- ·
ed, "Fleischer's Boop cartoons
stimulate the cinema buffs and
others who take off · on the
unlimited fantasy and stoned
surrealism of the gags."

This commu nity can 't afford to
neglect the poor, the old and
the homeless.

'GIVE TO THE •
··
CRUSADE li~ 1v!ERCYJ
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Singers warm crowd in U-corn
the other , half took the
downbeat! Good harmonies
came from "W ayco" and
Timberline Roses set ended
with "Get up, shake it." ·
Chuck Mitchell and his 12
- string guitar opened with
"Gypsy Song. " Strong vocals
and fine action in picking a p
string. Since it was an Irish
folk song, Chuck sang it the
original way, too, as. he -came.
from behind the mike and
walked thru t he audience,
voice as strong and clear as
with a mike. Chuck's immediate rapport with the audience
had them singing ''. I wanna go
home with the armodilla ... ",
and going on to "Up Against
the wall you redneck mothers"
- and having a great time
doing it. Chuck talked of a
gambler named Robert, who,
when challenged, said, "My
lawyer will come and mess
with your body while I hide
mine. '' And Robert would get
himself into situations, too,
and wind up saying, " You
have offended me. That gives
me great joy. Now I 'll find you
so full of lead, when you sit
down, you 'll make marks on
the seat." From this Chuck led
into "Stagger Lee" on his
classical guitar. A light, but

by Rita Harmata
A filled UNICORN faced the
folk music performers last
Tuesday night as Timberline
Rose, Chuck Mitchell and Jim
Post performed their songs.
After fooling with feedback till
7:40, Richard Dean and Jim
Schulman, better known as
Timberline Rose, began. " Ebenezer and his daughter" was
harmonized well, and a harmonica was worked in by Rich.
"Ginny Lin " asked "what do
you say to a woman with a
gun? " in a very intense way,
and a unique vocal effect of
snoring emanated Rich while
singing of "Spending the night
in Nairobi'.'. "Mango Grove" ,
a slower piece, salted the
audience in a vast array of
vocal extravaganza. Rich, who
looks like Cat Stevens, shook
the last twang out of his guitar
in his solo number, followed by
Jim alone. Jim then rambled
on about relativity of things a
bit and wound up saying,
"This doesn't have anything
to do with the song, " and went
on to sing "Livin' My Life for
Laughs. " "Livin' In a Dream
World" called for audience
participation - snapping fingers! But half the · audience
hooked on to the upbeat, while

serious song followed about
the honeysuckel vine and the
bindweek. "We twine to the
right, they twine to the left,"
said the vines's 'parents'. "Oh
my darlin ', 0 my darlin ', 0 my
darlin' Columbine. We are lost
and gone forever, we shall
never intertwine," and they
pulled up their roots and died .
A song about a · 'hippo-potermus· let t he audience get it all
out in groaning "Ugh-ugh,
ugh-ugh," all together at the
end of each verse. More good
picking was worked in
"The Dutchman" reminiscing
"years ago I used to be a
young man, and dear Marguerite remembers that for me."
Something about that song
quieted everyone, and by t he
end of it, there were moments
of complete silence - remarkable for a loungeful of people.
Chuck ended, again doing
some picking on the twelve
string, using a Peter Seeger
song with another audience
chorus. The song ended, and
Chuck added " I 'm really glad
I came to Chicago." The
applause brought him out for
an encore. He announced he
was doing a 1925 street ballad
designed for a slightly out of
tune capo 'd guitar, and began

"Mack the Knife"
in
English and German!
Jim Post (in shorter hair
now) and Brian Bowers
performed the third set,
fooling around with some
"risque cliches" before an
over-delayed opening number
"Joy and Jubilation". Brian
worked with slide guitar on
"Comin ' by and by" and Jim's
voice was great. An unusual,

but really O.K. combination of
clarinet and guitar produced
" Let him buggie." "What do
the cannabels do? ' called for
the audience to respond again
- and they did."
His music went on till
quarter to twelve, an hour
after this viewer left. But
anyone who came knew it was
worth staying for.

•
pieces
by Paula Levy

is this w~ek being written by guest columist Mary Robandt, who eloquently describes the disease that strikes only the luckiest of us .. . .

You always want
to go back
Only one topic of conversation can' rival those perennial
favorites, Operations I Have Known and Politics (" now, if I were
in charge" department): My Trip to Europe. This topic, though
less universally shared, is of unfailing interest to its select
adherents . .
I've known people who yawn in your face over your latest
hangover'. headache or biology test listen passionately as you
relate How I Lost My Camera in Stratform-on-Avon orWhy I
junk~d t).le VW in &outl.!~rn Frime~1•11'He' a~ecd8tes of any three
peoplel o/~o~y~ \>e,e~ i PX~iwas l1r·WRHN~
t t ~~i;n. w._ould fill a
set of Great Books - and be more popular:
·
There is a peculiar and delightful sense of Having Been Here
Before. And no wonder - Europe is every book, every painting,
every beautiful, alien scene come to life.
You can get drunk in France on sharp wine and cheese on the
Left Bank with every young mover since Byron. France is
Chartres - all your own again in every art class slide, but more,
the secret pleasure of having seen the fakir's rope trick on its
broad steps. It is Van Gogh's wheat and Renoir's blowsy red
poppies. (Or, try Finney and Hepburn in "Two for the Road").
Germany is the real fairy-tale castle Disney used for his
saccarind " Brothers Grimm", and you can play the Student
Prince in a late-night bar filled with oppressively warm lights and
zither music.
England is Mary Poppins at Trafalgar Square·'(complete with
pigeons), and trees too thickly green to see "through at Windsor.
How about a trip to a tiny town near London, and a chapel whose
wall tapestries and flagstones are unchanged since 1500, with
gloomy headstones hung with roses (the scene you hit on page
five of any Gothic novel from Poe to deMaurier). You can be
Beckett at Westminster, Boleyn at the Tower, and careful on
Carnaby Street.
Europe is not a dream come true, for all this. It is too much
dirt and litter in France, and not enough in Germany (they really
do trim the lawns with nail scissors). Also sullen Frenchmen, 50c
cokes, frumpish German women in black men's hats who think
Avon _ products are miraculous, the German policeman who
chased me off the grass in a public park with a doberman, spindly
Englishmen with Roquefort teeth, baths that work, better in
youth hostels than at the Waldorf, and of course, brown grocery
bags for toilet paper.
You will never feel so huge, oafish, obscenely healthy and naive
as in Europe. I know two middle-aged men from Seattle and
Chicago who recently visited their birthplaces, Italy and
Germany. Across 3,000 American miles they each declared, "I
kissed the ground when I got back!" (At Sea-Tac and O'Hare?)
Even for students, _less sentimental, one idea comes through
very funny, miserable anecdote: In Europe you see clearly
everything wrong with America (yes, Virginia, real men can
enjoy art and ride a bicycle), and everything right with it (central
heating! 15c cokes! good teeth! air conditioners ! relaxed manners!
SOFT TOILET PAPER!! ! No matter what your politics, you
always want to come home - and you always want to go back, ·
leaving your hangover and biology tests behind.

l~~t.>r~u

hance
Beefeaters
Literary

Tour to England
14 Days
April 18-May 2
Approx. Cost: $535,00

See the stone 'pon which Becket's
blood dropped in Canterbury Cathedral. See Johnson's House, Keats'
House, Ye Olde Cheshire Cheese.
Visit Stonehenge; King Arthur's
Castle; the lovely planned city of
Bath; the college towns of Oxford
and Cambridge. See plays in London's West End and in Shakespeare's
Stratford on Avon.

•

IF INTERESTED,
If.POSIT OF $200,00 MUST BE IN THE
Hl3LISH DEPT. OFFICE (2-011) BY .

ttt\RCH 25n,,

CCT1E IN OR RONE (EXT. 8120) FOR

R!RTHER NFOJl1ATION
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Archeologist to speak -

Early man lived "good life"
by Pat O'Brien·
Long before t he Egyptian
pyramids or Stonehenge were
built, man was living the
"good life " in Sou them
Illinois, says Dr. Stuart
Struever. Struever is currently
in c harge of the Koster
Expedition which is excavat·
ing a cornfield 45 miles north
of St. Louis near the Illinois
River. At the site, he hopes to
find out a lot more information
about ancient man in North
America .
The Koster Expedition was
started five years ago when an
inquisitive farmer noticed the
large amount of pot shards

•

Ill

Illinois

digging at other nearby sites,
including one called Titus , two
miles from Koster.
The Koster expedition is
said to be representative of the
" new school " in archeology.
That is, archeology is no
longer interested in searching
for rich tombs with precious
artifacts and the like. Nowadays, t he science is concerned
with something more valuable
in the long run - information.
And t he pottery and building
remnants . at Koster have
yielded quite a bit of that
already and promise much
more as subsequent horizons
are developed. The fact is that

horizons ( the archeological
term for strata bearing traces
of human habitation) that
show man lived in permanent
dwellings at Koster from at
least 6,000 B.C. to A.D. 800.
Dr. Struever, a Northwestern University professor, said
that the stone dwellings at the
site turn about t he theory that
pre-historic man only started
living in permanent settle·
ments after turning to an
agricultural existance. In . Koster's case just t he opposite
happened. The inhal?i tants
lived in a hunt ing,gat hering
based economy from about
6,000 years before Christ until

STUART STRUEVER, of Northwestern University will be
featured at Northeastern on Tuesday April 2, at 1 pm in the
Auditorium. Struever's research team, at the Kostern
excavations in Southern Illinois, has uncovered many new facts
about pre-historic man in North America. [Photo by S. Baston.}

The above is the main trench at the Koster site in August, 1973. The deepest levels seen in this
picture are at the top of Horizon 11. Excavations in Horizon 11 will be the major focus of the 1974
Koster Expedition. [Photo by D.R. Baston)
'

so many thousands of pieces of
data have been uncovered that
the researchers have started
feeding the data into a
computer for classification and
easy reference.
The excavations have not
been without their setbacks.
There have been cave-ins,
water seepage, and the continuing problem of removing tl-ie
extracted dirt. The hopes are
that the water problem will be
warded off this year by a new

and other relics on the
A.D . 800. Strangely enough, it
neighboring Koster farm . The
was only t\ie later strata-the
man invited Struever to also · ones in which agriculture had
look over the areas and he
replaced hunting-that weadecided to take samplings.
pons and evidence of warfare
Since that initial sampling in
were discovered. Shortly after
1968, the findings in the
the development of farming at
:cor~fi~l~- li_~ i ;,~~~!;4.J 11a§' .,._"' ·'Keister, around the year 800,
of the supposed.'fat: eft&rotrs-:"', the civilizaiton disappeared.
·1y 'accepted about early cian i n
According to the pamphlet
North America.
"Early Man ", researchers beAt Koster , archeologists
lieve they will find out where
have uncovered 15 distinct
these people went to through
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de-watering system that was
to have been begun this
month.
Another interesting fact
about the civilization that
inhabited Koster was that the
people there were able to
maintain a population growth
of zero over thousands of
years. Researchers at the site
have still been unable to find
the answer to that question
which might hold answers for
world today - an era where
food and resources might well
be unable to meet the needs of
the population.
The Koster Excavations
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have not gone unnoticed on a
national scale. Struever and
the researcheers who compose
his staff have been featured in
major articles in the New York ·
Times, The Chicago Tribune
and Time Magazine. · Most
recently an article was published in the January 1974 issue of
Readers Digest.
Struever will be Northeastem's guest on Tuesday, April
2, at 1 pm in the Auditorium.
Don't miss this inte~esting
lecture.
The Struever lecture ,is a
CCAB sponsored event, • '),,
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VIEWPOINT: Should amnesty
be granted?
The Viet Nam war was a political blunder, it _was dirty ,
immoral, and it exploited the Vietnamese people. The selective
service system is also unfair and discriminating. The draftee is
left with little or no choice regardless his moral conviction. So
tl:!ose individuals who had t he courage to go against the system
and evade t he draft, should not suffer for it. Especially w}:ien the
Viet Nam situation is clearly shown now for what it really was. I
can see no reason why draft evaders shouldn't receive t otal
amnesty.
Bill Jensen
Sec. Ed.

W ith Gary Sosnow ski
Though I believe that Viet Nam was a dirty war, I still believe
that someone who evaded the draft and ran to Canada or Sweden
somehow cheated his fellow man back here in the states. Why I
say t his is because seeing that the number of dodgers increased
t he number drafted increased, and someone that maybe wouldn' t
have been. called because of someone, directly or indirectly
evading t he draft, was called.
I would not agree that draft dodgers should receive total
amnesty, but I do think that they shouldn't just be left where
they are. Maybe some kind of arrangement can be make after
SP.rving a year or so in Vista or the Peace Corp. The draft evader
could return to the states.
Mike Gothman
Sec. Ed. • History

I believe that the Viet Nam war was an illegal, unjust, and
immoral war. And that it was all a political blunder. So why
should someone who saw through this haze and realized what was
really going on in Viet Nam and decided he didn't want to be part
of it, be prosecuted when he revolts and evades the draft. A draft
dodger should receive total amnesty from the government and
given the choice· whether to come ba ck or not .
Mary White
Elem. Ed.

I believe that a person should be left the moral decision of
whether to serve in a war or not. The decision, which is not a
light one, has to be left up to t he individual simply because of the
many different moral a nd spiritual convictions that individuals
do have. What some might determine just is unjust fo r others.
So, in answering whether or not draft dodgers should receive
total amnesty, I say yes, on t he grounds t hat their decision not
to serve was in accordance to t heir individual beliefs, and total
rejection of the Viet Nam war as an unj ustified war.
Carl Schultz
Philosophy

I am undecided whether draft evaders should receive total
amnesty or not. I can see the point that t he war in which t hey
· were to fig ht was unjust. But I can also see that the act t hey, t he
draft evaders, committed was also unjust and not fair to the rest
of the draftees .
So maybe the government can set up some sort of civil service
program where draft evaders will be allowed back if t hey spend
one or two years in a government specified service, eg., civil
service, Vista, Peace Corp.
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Foam and condoms
by Janice Kulp
inexpensive and easy to use.
Although foam and condoms
CONDO ME: A condom is a
are usually considered as two
thin strong rubber sheath
· separate methods, they are that fits over the man's erect
most effective when used penis. It has been used since
together. In fact , the combinathe 17th century as a
tion is almost 100% effective protection against veneral
in preventing pregnancy.
disease. Due to strict governFOAM: Foam is white ment standards, condoms are
substance packaged in an now virtually free of defects
aerosol can tha t contains and are a reliable method if
sperm-killing chemicals. The . used correctly. Condoms
foam is inserted into the (" rubbers " ) prevent the male
woman ' s vagina with an sperm from getting into the
applicator just before inter- woman 's vagina and if used
course. The foam acts as a correctly are 80-90% effective.
barrier around the cervix and Like foam, they interrupt
prevents sperm from entering sexual foreplay and sometimes
the opening. It also kills sperm break. But they are ~heap,
chemically. J ellies and creams easy to use and readily
are also on the market which available in drugstores. Conare inserted into the vagina, doms also help to prevent the
but they are not as effective as spread of veneral disease.
foam . Foam should be inserted
DISADVANTAGES: Foam
within 15-30 minutes before is easy to purchase at a
intercourse.
drugstore, by selecting it off
EFFECTIVENESS: When the shelf. Condoms are another ·
foam is used alone, it is only story. In more stores, they are
75-80% effective. If it is behind the counter and require
inserted just before intercourse the help of the salesperson.
and two applicators-full are Some times, this is embarrassing. Anyone who saw . "Sumused, it is more effective.
mer of '42" remebers the scene
ADVANTAGES AND DIS- when Hermie went into the
ADVANTAGES: Foam is drugstore to buy condoms.
available in any a rugstore Conooms also sometimes dull
without a prescrip tion. It is t he man 's sensa tions during

intercourse. Some men refuse
to wear condoms for this
reason, fqrgetting the effects
the Pill or IUD may be having
on the woman. One of the
biggest disadvantages to both
foam and condoms is the
interruption of sexual activity.
Both partners must take a
"time out" to get ready. Not all
couples are willing to interrupt
their activities because its a
hassle, it isn't spont aneous, or
natural.
ADVANTAGES : The combination of foam and condoms
is sometimes overlooked by
couples as a valid method of
preventing pregnancy. For
emergency sftuations (forgot a
few pills, IUD slipped, etc.) or
when getting to a doctor is
impossible, the method is
easily obtained at a drugstore.
NEXT WEEK: Next week's
column will be devoted entirely
to questions that have come
up in the last few columns. If
you have questions on any
subject that relates to this
column, drop them off at the
PRINT office, room 214,
Commuter Center, or mail
them or p home them to
Midwest Family P lannin g
Ass n . 5952 W. Addison ,
Chicago 60634.

JON VOIGHT
IS

~QBRA{C1K~
One beautiful man. His story is true.
20th Century •Fox present s A MARTIN RITT/t RVING RAVETCH PRODUCTI ON
Al so starring

PAUL WINFIELD HUME CRONYN
and
Direcled by MARTIN RITT Produced by MARTIN RITT and HARRIET FRANK. JR.
Screenplay by IRVING AAVETCH & HARRIET FRANK. JR.
Based on the boo k"' The Wale r is Wide "' by PAT CONRO Y Music JOHN WILLIAM S
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American Beauty Rose''
comes alive

"American Beauty Rose "
came to life last weekend at
the Playwrights' Center. Written by a UNI graduate student

in Special Education, Frank
Shiras, the play deals with
intense feelings of admiration
and anger that a teenage girl

LEE RODIN stars as nico!e Kammer in "American Beauty
Rose," comedy-dra~a premiering at the Playwrights' Center.
Nicole, an outstanding high-school senior, explodes in an
escapade of disturbed behavior involving her father, a
psychiatrist, and a guy she picks up .
..iH.J ~fI1v11b

'li ff <,r' : , ,,

bra, n.Hc:8,

J
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1,,, ,,'Irr qfq1u'i-nu eJi1 J!j1w enu1 .Jri1

has for her father. The girl is
played by Lee Rodin, a
high-school senior at the Latin
School, Chicago.
The playscript has benefitted from helpful criticism at
UNI. A reading of the play
was given in Dr. Allan Bates's
' drama workshop. The class
noted that too much of the
dialogue merely reported
events, and the play would be
more effective if the events
occurred on stage. Mr. Unumb
of the Drama Department also
read the play, noting what he
called "creaking machinery" at
the· end of Act II , where the
playwright too obviously chose
a melodramatic event to make
the act end with a punch.
The play was also given two
staged readings at the Playwrights' Center, where many
other problems in the script
were pointed out. In all, the
playscript went through two
major and two minor revisions.
Performances are 8:30 pm
Friday and Saturday nights
through April 13, at the
Playwrights' Center, 110 W.
Kinzie in Chicago (400 North,
between Clark and LaSalle).
There is plenty of free parking.
Admission is $2.50, $1.50 for
students , $1.25 for YF A
members.
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"Teeth" sinks with apathetic audience
by Mary Robandt
The Skin of Our Teeth, by
Thornton Wilder, is the Stage
Players ' current offering, performed in the Little Theatre. I
saw the play Friday, March ·
15. Costumes, sets, and
lighting were well done; simple
and colorful. This is important,
as Wilder's play is disjointed ,
with huge jumps in space and
time. It only wdrks' if the
technical aspects keep the
audience clear on changes, as
they do in this production. On
the whole, the acting moved
easily. The actors carried off
the difficult feat of being _
" na t ura l"
, an d a t t'h e same
time, eccentric, larger-than-life
archtypes very well. They also
handled the numerous breaks
in character into other characters better than I 've seen some
nonprofessional actors handle
one role.
Diane Bono as Sabina, the
whining eternal seductress was
the dominant character in this
production, pulling every bit of
humor from her role, getting to
a rather restrained audience
with her brazen flouncing
around.
My favorite part of the play
was the interaction between
Guy Klinzing and Molly
Cavins as Mr. and Mrs .
Antrobus, the harried, idealistic " father of man" ·and his
long-suffering, practical, but
indulgent wife. Henry (Alias
Cain) Antrobus, p~ayed by
Stewart Allyn, was more
restrained than sullen, but it
was adequate to punctu~t~ his
very believable fits of vi0lence.
Gladys, the A's goody-two-

· shoes daughter, was sometimes distractingly shrill, but
she had several sharply
poignant moments, as in the
2nd act, she confronts her
father over Sabina, and in the
. last act, when she tells her
baby "we don't have to be
· afraid anymore."
The supporting cast worked
well; I especially liked the
fortune-teller, played by
Cherye Hamada with her
soliloquy as the mysterious,
reviled prophetess before the
Flood, the jovial Defeated
Candidate, (Ralph Navarro)
and the antics of the gorilla,
(Dan Pearson) complete with

conveneer's fez askew.
The third act seemed
overlong, but it is the most
serious, and we, not of the
WWII era may not find
Wilder's hope for a new world
after war so self-evident. There
was a little strain shown,
largely due, I think, to a
somewhat unresponsive audience Friday. The auaience
reacted most to the extremes
of seriousness and slapstick,
which was too bad, since The
Skin of Our Teeth's best
truths and best humor are
intertwined, and make this
production well worth seeing.
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AND· EVENING DELIVERY SERVICE

Tom·
Foolery
by Tom Wolferman
Being a columnist for a sprawling metropolitan university has
its moments,but, unquestionably, does not pay for my weekly
expenses. So, in order to treat my car in the manner to which it
has become accustomed, and keep my stomach alive and kicking
with tacos and burgers - I must stray from the literary esteem
of writing and work part time in a shopping center department
store. Since I've reserved my stomach and gas tank for future
column topics, I have no alternative but to expand on the concept
of my part-time job. ·
My part-time job can be both exciting and fulfilling if you're a
cocktail waitress at Caesar's Palace or an errand boy for NASA.
But carrying out packages to department store customers - and
much worse - taking in their return merchandise, is not exactly
an exhilarating career. Yet, I can not totally .condemn my job
because it brings me in contact with people - some of the
strangest let loose in the city. Yes, much like my column writing,
my job has its moments, too. And it is these golden moments
that I would like to share with you.
My major gripe is loading people's cars with store-bought
items is that they don't plan ahead. Many a sleeting night, I
have had Volkswagen owners stand with defiant arms crossed,
angry tears dripping down their cheeks, burning me idle threats,
because I can not fit a marble replica of the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir into their back seat, which they need desperately that same
night to impress visiting in-laws. I have tied couches, swimming
pools, and Colorado River rowboats onto tops of cars. And the
day a strong gust of wind rushes through the parking lot during
sale week, there is 110 doubt · going to be an entire boulevard
wiped out by flying furniture.
Carrying the merchandise out to a customer's car is not as
grim as handling a return. At least the customer is in high spirits
and under the impression that he has a flair . for shopping and
some remote sense of good taste. But, unfortunately, there is no
company policy t hat states the customer must have good taste,
as displayed in many customer's fascinations with one of the
store's tackiest items: a giant, jungle-green, plastic Yucca tree
plant. Whenever, in the line of duty, I am called upon to bring
out one of the monstrosities to a waiting getaway car, I cannot
contain my embarrassment. I somehow always get the feeling
I 'm the leader of an equatorial rain forest parade. To make
matters worse, the whole parking lot stays motionless and
watches, thinking to themselves that I am somehow involved in
this poor-taste purchase. I have considered wearing a sigh
saying,, "It's Not Mine - I'm Only Carrying It Out!" but the
management does not want to upset the customer's dignity or
sense of self-esteem.
My most recent memorable customer confrontation involved a
man who insisted I fold this twelve foot rug in half so he could
merely toss it in his back seat. After I explained it was humanly
impossible, and besides, bad for rugs, he immediately made me
run for cover by grunting from his gut, pouncing on the rug, and
bending it with raw strength like a lump of play dough. He then
profoundly explained that he was taking karate at his local
YMCA and that's how he could touch his head to his ankles
without bending his knees, mutilate rugs, and successfully scare
the hell out of - Kung-fu-less department store clerks. He
suggested I get in shape so I too could bend rugs, after which I
prayed to the shag carpet god, asking that his rug come down
with a serious lint problem that would even baffle Boushelle.
Return items are even more interesting. Usually, an enraged
customer can pound my counter and combine the name of the
store with enough innovative obscene terminology to impress
even the most inventive employee. My favorite returns include a
reeking sump pump with a stench that indicated the purchase
date couldn't have been much later than 1945; a bundle ofroofing
shingles that had been serving as a nest for wayward and
confused daddy-long-legs spiders that found new hope on my
pick-up counter; fifteen gallons of jelloed paint, so obsolete that
even the retiring department manager couldn't remember when
they had been taken off the market; a handle-less garbage can
with overpowering mayonaise fumes; a vacuum cleaner that
supposedly left dents in a customer's carpet; and a rickety,
splintered ladder that someone tried to cash in on after a dead
relative left them custody of their garage.
Because employees are not allowed to guffaw out loud at
customers' reasons for returning items, we generally try to
remain sympathetic and tender until we venture into a back room
where we break out into a routine of emotional hyena fits with
fellow employees.
Yes, part-time jobs do have their advantages:
· they bring
in
'
) 0
,
necessary cash funds, a warehouse of exper;wN~e, and very often,
i:niiRe excellent topics for school newspaper columns.
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Another view of Beauty Rose''
11

by Jim Feezor
On Kinzie St., like many
other streets in Chicago one
can find an assortment of
different and interesting exhibits; stores, winos, pool rooms
and small tattered buildings.
In one of those buildings is a
play. Like many other plays in
small tattered buildings, it's
promising. It has meaning,
and of course, "it's up and
coming." Like other plays it's
roughly put together and it's
lines are read by less than
professional actors. As always,
(like other plays) it's written
by a "very promising young
man. " Un-like other plays, this
play has a heart - the _h eart of
former Northeastern student,
1
:·J ' Franl.5 · Shiras.
·-·'
While attending Northeastern University, Mr. Shiras
worked hard at his studies

while writing the original play.
Last fall ,I had the privilege to
hear the original play read at
the Creative Writing center on
Bryn Mawr. The play told · the
story of a young girl neglected
by the hard-working, American (money-hungry) parent.
The problems evolve when a
child is given mo_ney instead of
love, and in particular the
problem of "the American
beauty Rose" (young, lovely
girl) going from the heights of
being an "A" student and
swimming champ to the
depths of becoming a doll
carrying brat who brings home
older men for amorous extravaganzas.
_
Although the play is housed
in one of those old tattered
buildings it doesn 't necessarily
follow that the play is also ,
"tattered." The play is admit-

tedly rough, bu~ good, e,nd
more than, worth the time and
trouble of going to see it. The
play moves well and holds the
interest of· the audience. I only
have one major criticism. The
first scene is directed badly.
The actors read off their lines
too quickly (as if they were
going through a rehearsal in a
hurry) in an effort to catch the
interest of the audience. The
first scene is important, and
lays the foundation for the rest
of the play. It should be given
more time to develop and
grow. (even at the cost of
boring the audience a little).
"American Beauty Rose" is
playing at the Playwrites
Center, llO W. Kinzie St. in
Chicago. Performanc~ dates
run through April _13 . For
more information call 6640998.

Deadline approaching

Judges named for -TV contest
Three outstanding Illinois
names from the theatre and
television have been named
judges in the state-wide
Teledrama Contest being _sponsored by the Illinois Arts
Council and Chicago 's public
television station, WTTW /
Channel 11.
They are: Dr. D. Nicholas
Rudall, Associate Professor of
Classics and Director of

University Theatre, University
of .Chicago; Dr. Ronald J.
Kperski, Chairm31n of the
Department of Speech and
Theatre Arts, Bradley University; and Donald Knox ,
Executive frod1,1c_er. .W.TTW /
Channel 11~
'
Deadline for the contest,
which seeks original teledramas and offers $1,000 first
prize plus two honorable

~

mention awards of $400 each,
is midnight, March,29. Scripts
should be adaptable to 30, 60
or 90 minutes.
Authors must be residents
of Illinois. Out-of-state students will be considered
residents. Entries should be
sent to: Teledrama Contest,
c/ o WTTW, 5400 N. St. Louis
Avenue , Chicago, Ilinois
60625.

J****************************I

! commentary!
'****************************'

Streaking's righ~ful place
by Richard Lindberg
T hey say fa ds never die,
., , t hey just fad e away. (or is it
119r' fad away? l At
any rate,
streaking has rushed in as t he
la test . and p erh a p s mo.,st
bizarre college craze. Blue
noses of the older generation
cite streaking as yet another
example of a lack of " Sound "
morals. Others find it amusing ,
disgu sting,
silly ,
socially redeeming, and so on.
Cer t ainl y a nything that
creates st udent interest and
participation can 't be all that
bad. However you begin to
wonder how far things go
when t he nine year old kid
down the block tells mommy
he only wants to wear his gym
shoes to school tomorrow.
How did this craze start?
· Perhaps someone was late for
a class one day and in his
haste happened to forget his
clothes. Who knows?
In the era •of confrontation,
otherwise known as the late
sixt ies, the cliche was "make •
love not war," streaking
apparently changes that. I
suppose next the cry will go
out. " streak , "'but don't get .
'c aught." It :--Ni~fc:~1et ' theh,
how far bacl/ 't h1?' Jiitrt s are ,, •')
from now. After all bombing

r:•'

buildings got to be too much
of a hassle, and _streaking
doesn't get as many angry as a
bombed ou t R.O.T.C. building.
What then is the future of
streaking? Unfortunately for
many , it will suffer the same

fate as goldfish swallowing ,
panty raids and flag pole
sitting, t hat is , doomed to a
picture or capt ion in t he
yearbook , unless of course •
censorship prevents streaking
from taking it 's rig htful place.

Deep Purple
goes stale

by Tom Foutris
TITLE: BURN
ARTIST: DEEP PURPLE
Recording : Very Good
Production: Very Good

Deep Purple is a fine band - at least that's what "they" tell
me. I kind of wonder about that rating. True, they have some fine
distinctions; one of the first rock bands to play with an orchestra
(the London Philharmonic) and an incredibly distinct guitarist
Ritchie Blackmore. They also used to have one of the best
mouthpieces in England, a singer named Ian Gillian (Note : just
listen to the emotion and delicacy of Gillan's voice as Christ in
Jesus Christ Superstar - this man can sing!) But, all this is
behind them now; Gillan quit/got fired, no more orchestrated
experimentation, and Blackmore's uniqueness has grown to
boredom. Their new offering, B_URN, shows just what is left,
most of which is nothing. The only freshness on the whole LP is
Jon Lord's noise on synthesizer, the vocal harmony of new
members, Dave Coverdale and Glen Hughes , a'.1.d the drumming
of Ian Paice.
•. -~,f!t:. .1--. , "
The album opens with the title cu~, ~u.rrit~ir tv,:ker straight out
of the 1969 English rock scene. Coverdali ' and Hughes share the
vocals, Hughes trying to sound like Gi!lan. But the song is just
too long; there's not enough there for 6 minutes that will hold
your interest. The next cut is Might Just Take Your Life. This is
the strongest cut of the album, although it does sound like a
cross between previous Purple tunes Woman from Tokyo and
Smoke on the Water. The harmony is good and the song shows
that they have some promise as a band. Side one ends with Lay
Down, Stay Down - a solid rocker that gets ruined by its
overly-typical rock and roll bridge (chorus) and high wining
vocal, and Sail Away with good fuzz organ (clavinet or
synthesizer?) in a riff reminiscent · of Stevie Wonder's
Superstition. That riff is all that keeps the song going. Side two
opens with various percussion and driving drums by Ian Paice;
You Fool No One is the tune with the un-Purple-like vocals. Some
passages are ingenious, while others a re weak and dull. And, like
everyone else, Blackmore plays through a Phase Shifter (that
over-used swishing wind tunnel effect.) What's Going On Here?
is another mediocre Purple boogie with a piano that just doesn't
seem to fit right. Mistreated is their return to blues , but one gets
the feeling that they are trying to capture the sound of Free (a
Br.itish Blues band), which they can't. Blackmore can 't play like
Paul Kossoff, Hughes ' bass lines are like Andy Frasers, but
Hughes ' don't quite make it, and Coverdale can 't touch Paul
Rodgers with a ten foot pole (few can) and sounds more like Joe
Cocker or vocalist " Snips " from Sharks (another British band).
200 is the last tune, and it shouldn't have been included. It's
noisy synthesizer is geared for the quaalude set.
On t he whole, the• album just • i~n;t
t hat goqdi ' . Only Migh~, Just
~
J..: r •Take Your Life has some real ~yrit: 1'1<,>.~t-,~ongs are too long, or
dragged out , or plain ole dull. The firing of Gillan and Glover
seems to have hurt the consistency in their writing. That's t he
reason t hey got fi red , t hough - they did too much writing, and
t he other Purples resented it. I highly doubt that if this band
was up and coming and seekinb a recording contract that they
would get it - I know I wouldn 't give t hem one, but if you want
to listen to Deep Purple, put on an old album like In Rock or
Fireball - but then again as a friend said to me recently ; " If
you 've heard one Deep Purple album , you 've heard them all. "
J~

PASSOVER
1-\ow're

CAN YOU OFFER HOME HOSPITALITY
DURING PASSOVER FOR THE SEDERS
AND/OR THE- REMAINING DAYS?

~'-Peeling,

Who are
you- talking
to,idiot'?!

I'm chatting
with my

great-great
grand~ather!

Gramps?

l.OOK OUT, GiAMPS~

CALL FI 6-6700,
"1-1 ,.

·rr-:

ch.?'JiC

....,

1

,q~:\

\~ J

•·c:cS:J9l~

• 'i,;.£:, !~

t.

I 've heard

we evolved
~rom sea creatu.res,
but ...

"

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPEND ONE OR
MORE OF THE PASSOVER MEALS WITH
A FAMILY? ,.,
DON'T SPEND PASSOVER ALONE
WE'RE COORDINATING HOME HOSPITALITY
FOR CHICAGO COLLEGE AGE YOUTH.
ARE YOU INTERESTED? CAN YOU HELP?

•

5~AR~1!

Poor,Gramps!
He migl,ta

made it,but
witn his
arthritis ...

Too bad ...
artd just
when the!:J
raised
Social Securi~
bene~its!
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(Letters continued from page 2)

''fre·e '' concert
To Whom It May Concern,
T his letter is written in
anger. I want to let it ou~
beca!.lse I don 't want to hold
any hard feelings against this
school. The reason for my
feelings lies in the fact t hat t he
FOG H AT concert was labelled
free. It isn 't. I t hink t hey
should quit throwing t hat
word in the mud . I can 't get
into th e concert beca u se
they've made certain restrictions . Like having a ticket -

- bull No future in ·Zardoz

bu t they're sold out . Where
this transaction took place has
only now been told to me. Also
you need an UN I I.D. , which I
have but never regarded as
.free. If t his concer t is free than
everything in the universe is
free (if you have invested
enough money ). Since there
are people who value themselves, even without money , I
guess you have to give up your
life to see a FREE concert.
Bullshit.
Kurt Sims

by Rita Harmata
My first react ion t o Zardoz
was I got in free and still feel
ripped off. Writer-director-producer J ohn Boorman (director
of Deliverance ) s hoo t s off
loads of ideas on life, death,

they never age beyond mid20 's. But instead of par~dise,
the situat ion creates depression, dissa tisfac tion, and bore~dom. Sex is obsolete in the
vortex There's no need for

So what's wrong? Well, a lot
of the film leaves too many
questions in your head , some
of it's.corny, some parts vague
or repetitious . Menti oning
" 2001 " in the ad is just a way

love, hate and time. Sean
Connery (whose make-up curiously resembles Ron O'Neal of
Superfly fame) plays a mutant
out to reshape a future world
dominated by boored intellectuals who live forever. Charlotte Rampling plays Consuella, a member of the vortex
(their paradise). Unless the
inhabitants of the vortex
viola te the rules of the society,

procreation among "eternals".
Their brains are so developed,
they live on a purely spiritual
plane. The giant stone godhead (as shown in the ads), is
controlled by a magician
member of the vortex. (Now
the $64,000 question - what
story, set in Kansas, and
telling you to " follow the
yellow brick rol)d" has this
same idea?)

of drawing attention.
One aspect of the movie
its meanings - does ad merit.
Charlotte Rampling equated
members of the vortex to
different areas of our society,
especially in California. "!stead of working to preserve
our earth," she said, " they
shut themselves off from it."
Perhaps this one point says
enough for you to view Zardoz.

COMING
ATTRACTIONS!
C.Y.A~D. Foghat Review,
1 1
~

Commuter Center Expose,
Humanists at UNI.

T he Northeastern Illinois
Dr . Musa Qu tub, chairman
University earth science de- of t he earth science departp artme n t h as received a ment and director of the
National Science Foundation project, said t he grant will be
grant of $71 ,500 to support the used to help 30 current earth
additional training of science . science or science teachers
t eac h er s . T he Nor t hea s tern complete their masters ' degrant is one of 98 totaling $4.9 grees in earth science. Those
million made by the National who are chosen .will receive
~cience Foundation to help waivers of tuition a t Northimprove clas.stoom instruction . 'eastern and $75 a week for the
,in science an·d niathematics~,: ~ .eight weeks of the course.

Classes will be held in the
evening beginning in Sep tember. Preference will be given to
current earth science teachers
in Ch icag o , according to
Qutub.
Teachers interested in applying for the project should write
Dr. Musa Qutub, Northeastern
Illinois University , Bryn Mawr
at St. Louis Ave., Chicago
60625 by August 30.

Tubular
Balls
by Don Kopping
Caught your eye, didn't it? The real name of the album is
Tubular Bells by Mike Oldfield. Mike did most of . the
instrumentation via the process of overdubbing.
Side one starts out with a very reptitious flowing phrase on .
piano which is somewhat reminiscient of " Lord of the Rings"
music by . Bo Hansson. I say this because it gave me the same
feeling and I think it was done in the same spirit or frame of
mind: Then comes some very Old English folk melodies with a
synthesizer in the bass. You can especially hear this if your
speakers have a good bass response. In this context, I presume
he was using the synthesizer as a pedal tone (you music majors
beware). If you don't know what this means ask someone.
Next we hear music slightly reminiscient of Walter Carlos ' and
you can see that much of it contains the same tonal quality and
timbre that Carlos used in " Clockwork Orange" and can be heard
on " Walter Carlos ' Clockwork Orange. "
We t hen return to more Old English folk melodies as well as
some modern things. This time he uses many instruments to
create what I call a Zappa-like effect. This effect is a strange one,
in which many instruments which are not considered by some to
be solo instrumets, are combined to play the melody line in
unison all at the same time.
·
Hawaiian guitar comes your way via bottleneck or slide guitar
as some may call it. Coming to its finality, is the part I've come
to identify with, which is the· part with the repeating bass line
(basso ostinato) in which the melody is repeated over and over
again with different instruments being introduced, as the Master
of Ceremonies, Vivian Stanshall takes charge of the introducing
of the instruments by nomenclature. He, being of the Bonzo Dog
Band, where this whole idea of introducing instruments by name
was first initiated into rock music by means of the classic " Intro
and the Outro. "
_ You can hear it on WRNE at times or you can go down there
after hours and listen to it. Request it, I'm sure some jocks would
do it for you. Mike Duggan of WRNE , news director, toid me
that it originated from those "Tony the Tuba" type records
which one is accustomed to hearing in grammar school.
Side two is more of the same. Interesting and well done. It's
worth $3.39 at least which is the cheapest you can buy it in
Chicago. Later.
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ClasSHieds
For Sale
FOR SALE: 9 x 12 Rug
excellent condit ion : $20 ; Ice
Cream S t yle Ki t chen se t,
White Wrought Iron, Green ,
Wet -look cushions, 2 chairs:
$75.00; Baby Furniture - no
item over $5.00; Oak high
chair, Bouncing chair, Walker
chair, Cosco infant seat, 4"
buggy mattress, l?ottle (thick)
sterilizer, bottle warmer, baby
crib, baby stroller, toys , toys ,
'etc. Call: 539-165L
For Sale: '67 Dodge 1/ 2 ton
Step-In Panel Van, auto trans.
new paint, recent tune-up,
good tires, clean. Must sell
$800 or best. Call 77 4-6232.
For sale: G.E . double-door
refrigerator. $60.00. Call 4632246.
For Sale : Long Gold Couch,
excellent condition Orginally
$500. Must sacrifice for $150,
immediate ly . Call 267-908 7
a ft.e r 6 :30 pm . Saturday
-Thursday.

Help

Wanted
Female Room mate· Wanted :
to look for & sha re apart ment
- walking distance from UN I.
Call Rita , x454 or 459.
WANTED: I'm looking for
will ing s tudents to help me
start a Circle K Club at
Nort heastern . Circle K is a
s erv ice orga nizat io n wh ic h
does projects to benefit t he
school a nd t he community.
If you are a past Circle K or
Key Club member or just an
interested student who wan ts
to get involved call J eanne
after 7:00 pm (237-3975 ).
·
1Jl),

-- ------ ---

Hey Vets !· The Moldie Oldie
dance you gave on Friday,
Mar. 15 was really NEAT-O! ·
Leichen :
After changes upon changes
we are more or less the same.
Friend of Chaos,
Prince of Madness
To the sweet shoppe girl:
To a certain young girl
who walks in flight
Full of happiness
which I like
Eyes of joy
wit h a laugh to match it
And a personality
to watch it
There is a certain young girl
who walks in delight
Full of happiness
which I like
Happy Birthday
Al

Mine 's not as original but
Happy birthday anyway.
Kev
. . .in the hearts ' of men? (more
fun to come)
J eff,
Margo is being held in the old
warehouse .
.Send YOU
KNOW WHO righ t away !
Tonto's friend

Tom , you 've got a nice body !
Why waste it on Park Ridge?
A fellow streaker

Fri. , March 22: Skin of Our
Teeth, 8 pm, Little Theater
(Sat. too).
Mon., March 25: BREATHLESS, Free noon film ,
Unicorn.
,
CONTEMPORARY ARTS
QUARTET, 8 pm, Aud. ,
Free.
Tues ., March 26: CHAR LEY'S AUNT, Free film ,
7:30, Aud.
Wed., March 27: Visit the
North River Gallery, 3'307
W. Bryn Mawr .
Fri. , March 29 : CHOREOGRAPHER'S SHOWCASE, 7:30, Aud.
Skin of Our Teeth, Little
Theater, 7:30, Aud.
Mon. , April 1: HALLELUJAH THE HILLS, Noon,
Unicorn.
Student Recital: Michael
Kily, violin, Al29-31 , 8 pm.
Tues. , April 2: Dr. Stuart
Streuver Lecture: Archaeology of Illinois, 1 pm ,
Aud.
FANNY HILL , X-rated ,
Free film , Aud., 7:30.

ENGL ISH CLUB
TRIM ESTE R '73
OFF ICI AL MEETI NG , Friday April 5, 1974 , 5 pm at
Hogen 's 4560 N. Lincoln Ave.
Dinners, drinks a nd parking
all reasonable.

Fri., April 5: T HREE P ENNY
OPE RA, Aud. , 8 pm .

Co n gratul at io n s to: DR .
H I LD, " You 've come all long
way , BABY ".
What does a UN I doll do when
you wind it up?
I t builds Commu ter Centers.

Position Available for R.N. as
Health Service nurse M -F.
4:00 pm . to 7:00 pm at Loyola
Lewis Tower Campus, 820 N.
Rush St. 670-2960 or Ext. 628.

Dear King Rat:
Your voice is so crystal clear, .
it would make Pa ul Simon 's
· socks roll up and down!
The Superstar of Rock

rl:h.{.M

ALL

All my happy thoughts are because of you
Remembering .
All my sad thoughts are because of you
Forgetting
All my dreams are "having you"
For Me
All my nightmares are "loosing y ou"
Be Free
All my acts are done just for you
Unselfishly
And
All my stillness is a result of you
Leaving Me
Mary Ann Torma

"BEST AMERICAN PICTURE OFTHE YEAR"
Margaret Sk inner, San Francisco Phoenix

Wed ., April 3: Golden Age OF
COM E DY, Noon, Unicorn.
Thur., April 4: Fun Nite, (Pool
open ), 6: 30-9T H R EE P E N NY OP E RA ,
By Weill & Brecht, Aud ., 8
pm .

Amatuer photographer putting
together portfolio needs people
who would like to model. Tel.
262-8859. He will_ exchange
photographs for participation .

P.S. Walk east.;J[H;:,
tjllrl your ~ hat
floa ts .

·o f ,E v e n t s

Found Man 's watch in
Library rest room .' See Mrs.
Fretts in t he Circulation Dept.

Pers o nals
Got Problems? Call Hotline 282-0557 to talk about them or
just to rap with. Some friendly
people who care about you !

Calendar

New at UNI
Seven representa tives from
various religious denominations are now part of the
Northeastern scene . These
campus chaplains will never be
mis taken for the " Mod
Squad", but all are eager to
get to know students, and to
try to · serve the religious,
intellectual and spiritual needs
of UNI students.
The chaplains and their .
sponsoring bodies are:
Rev . James Anderson ,
Covenant Church,
Rev. Eugene Grueggemann,
Lutheran Church,
Rev. John Hurley, Catholic
Church.
Rabbi Stanley Kroll, J ewish,
Rabbi Ernest Lorge, Jewish,
Rev . R ichard M a ttes on ,
Methodist ,
Rev. John Price, Ca tholic.
The office of the Campus
Chaplains is in the new
Class room Building, just outside the Unicorn. 'Phe office
number of' 0-007. One of t he
chaplains will be on campus
every day from 11: 00 AM to
IJOOn . You may contact t hem
at the office, or call 583-4050,
Ext. 395 or 583-6109.

• w,," OTI S YOUNG / RANDY QUAID / CLIFTON JAMES
CAROL KANE / ,,,...,,.,,, ROBERT TOWNE. ,.. ~
:::i:: DARRYL PONICSAN
""'',, JOHNNY MANDEL· ' "'"'" ,,GERALD AYR ES· ' '"' '" '' HAL ASHBY
FROMCOLUMBIAPIC TURES
I.R_I""':";;.:Mn~-'.C:I
-:;-; :. •~ A DI VISION OF CO LUMBIA PICTURE S INDUSTR IES, INC.
" ACI06Ufl LM• A 6 P An0< " 1nF u 1.,,

,0.

Opens Friday, February 22

LINCOLNVILLAGE U/A .MARINA CINEMAS
6101 N. LI NCOLN

MA RIN A TOWERS

EDENS 2
NORTHBROOK

GOLF Mill 2 M&R EVERGREEN 2 HILLSIDE
NILES

EVERGR EEN PK.

HI LLS IDE
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Dr. "Spin" Salario named
Coach of the year
(

NAIA , Honorable Mention
by George Tomaszewski
list. Gary led the Eagles in
Coach " Spin" Salario was
scoring · with - a 19.2 avg.
voted the "Coach of the Year"
scoring a total of 596 points on
by t he coaches of the
the season.
Chicagoland collegiate conferI talked to Jim DiMatteo
ence. Dr. Salario led his Golden about t he award that was
Eagles to a 23-10 record for the bestowed upon him and also
73-74 season. The Eagles 23
asked him what did the
victories this year was a new
coaches look for when they
record for UNI for most . voted on the all-star selections.
victories in a season.
Jim replied, "I was very
The Eagles dominated the
honored to be voted to the
·all-star teams placing 3 cagers
second team. This is the first
on• the first two teatn w Har.yu •,'year that the Chicagoland
Staniec was named ~o the first --:.·collegiate conference has existunit and guards Jim DiMatteo
ed. And we're the first people
and Dan Crawford were picked
ever to be voted to a CCC
for the second squad. Gary
all-star team. I would guess
also mRde the District 20,
that the coaches based their

selections on the overall play
of an individual; their play- ·
making and defensive and
offensive play combined. I
think we've established a name
for UNI on the basketball
circuit and I think more people
will be coming here because of
that."
" I know I wouldn't have
made the team if it wasn't for
the rest of the players,"
remarked Dan Crawford. The
other guys on the team were
responsible for most of my
scoring. I was often down for _
the break and got the good
passes for easy layups. This
year I felt my main job wasn't

Dr. "Spin" Salario named "Coach of the Year" by the coaches of
the Chicagoland Collegiate Conference.

to score a lot of points but
rather to hit the open man and
make the plays. But I'll tell
you one thing. Jimmy DiMatteo enabled me to make the all
star team. He was my
right-hand man."
Anyone that has watched
Dan in action knows he's got
the moves and body control to

score. Danny finished · the
season with a 14.4 points per
game ave. totaling 460 points
on the season. Voted the
Chairman of the boards for the
season was Marty O'Gradney
who hauled down 316 rebJunds
on the season and led the
Eagles in that category with a
9.6 rpg."

Baseball team hopeful
Many players return

Old Timer's Mr. Mueller ,concent~afes ·on play in Intramural
Volleyball. [Photo cb;Y ,Ros~n P~draza.]

by Nick Dia
Baseball fever is here, but
for t he Northeastern Pillsockers it arrived over tw_o months
ago. On paper, the UNI team
is a contender and with its
balance of youth and experience this very well could be the
year of the Eagle.
The Golden Eagles coached
by Ray Kasper with the
assistance of Al Stein~an
have six starters returning
from last years runner up
squad, with two spots still
undecided. T he returning
starters are Andy Piraro lB,

Miguel Sola interview"d
With George Tomaszewski
Migu el Sola, a tra n sfer
student from Morton College,
is presently a trainer for the
UNI Golrlen Eagles basketball
team. I asked Miguel what
were the duties and obligations
of a trainer and he replied,
"Well first a trainer must be
prepared to give basic first aid
in the event of an injury to one
of the players. Secondly, I tape
the players' ankles, occasionally wrists, give rub down
treatments and administer
whirlpool treatments."
"Not too many people know
that this is the first season
that UNI has ever had its own
training room. Most of the
credit for such a room go to
Dr. Salario and Mr. Ziagos, "
said Miguel.
"Trainers are

always learn-

ing. Some people think they
know everything about training, but they 're wrong. You 're
always learning."

"I get a lot of enjoyment
and personal satisfaction helping people, t he basketball and
foot ball players. And t hey
have been very nice to me. I 'm
looking forward to being t he
trainer for the baseball team
too."
" This is only the beginning
of what I hope will bi, a

successful training program
wit h a fully equipped room.
We have progressed · v ery
quickly in such a short time. I
would also like to acknowledge
thanks to Myra and Linda
Harty for their assistance and
to my counter part Mike
Dunn."

Bowling clut?
places 3rd
UNI Bowling Club participated in the Koha·.vk Bowling
Tournament sponsored by Coe
College of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Our team placed third with
total of 4,579 pins in the six
game series.
Northeastern's high scoring
man was Bob Valtl with a
total of 1,044 pins. He missed

the top four by 5 pins.
The highest single game was
bowled by Jeff Gwin - 198,
while the highest score for the
tournament was 237. scored by
one of the Coe College bowlers.
The Golden Eagles were
represented by Jeff Gwin, Jim
Neceda, Les Ohm, Bob Valtl,
and Linda Wolff.

Don Kmiech 3B, Darrell Beck
SS, Chuck Haymes C, Tom
Poulos RF , Tom Rockwell CF.
Second base and left field
are high contested positions
with at least' 3 contenders for
each spot. At second base
Steve Clark, Jimmy Doerr and
G;:l.ry Peterson all have their
hats in the ring. The field
contenders are Jim Wilhem ,
Bob Hessberger and John
Melendez. These starti_n g positions have yet to be announced.
Pitching will be a strong
point in the Northeastern

attack with a veteran squad
balanced wi th 5 right and 4
left handed pitchers. The four
starti ng pitchers are Al
Lamirand, Jim Iwanski, Bob
Capra and Mike Schaefer.
Relief pitching is an important part in short season
baseball and we've got some
good ones starting with the
rock of the staff Joe Leone,
Jim Henning, Dennis Stauton,
and Chuck Hallcox.
Other players Nick Diakoumis C, Art Kasak C, Steve
Kowaski (Utility) and Ed
Hewardowski (Utl.).

NOW OPEN
SK/RACQUET
GENERAL $PORTING
GOODS
TENNIS: Wilson, Bancroft, Head, Seamco, Dunlop
SHOES: Converse, Puma Tretom
Also: Gym Shorts, Pant's, Sweat Sox, Basketballs,
' Baseball,"Golf, Darts, Ping Pong, Handball,
Racquetball
TEAM'S: Get uniform and jackets NOW
with $$.00 purehase receive FREE
Cass Record Book;
l Block Away, 3417 W. Bryn Mawr, 539-0338

